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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a switching regulator which

generates stable DC voltage, while maintaining a high efficiency.

SOLUTION: If a switching element Q1 is in an on-state, coil current

increases, and output voltage rises. If the switching element Q1 is at

an off-state, the coil current decreases and the output voltage

lowers. The switching element Q1 is operated in accordance with the

state of a flip-flop 101. The flip-flip 101 is set by the output of an

oscillator 102 and is reset on the basis of the coil current. In a period

while the coil current is smaller than a current value which

corresponds to a minimum value signal VMIN, the switching element

Q1 continues its on-state. The level of the minimum value signal

VMIN decreases with the passage of time, while the switching

element Q1 is controlled to be in the on-state.
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1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.hi the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description ofthe Invention]

[0001]

[Field ofthe Invention] This invention relates to the switching regulator which generates

predetermined direct current voltage from the given direct current voltage.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The switching regulator which generates predetermined direct

current voltage from the given direct current voltage is also called a DC to DC converter, and is

used in various fields. Hereafter, it explains, referring to a drawing about the existing switching

regulator.

[0003] Drawing 5 is the circuit diagram of an example ofthe existing switching regulator. By
driving appropriately the switching elements Ql and Q2 of a lot, this switching regulator

controls the current (coil current IL) which flows through Coil L, and, thereby, is output voltage

Vout. It is the configuration held to a fixed value.

[0004] Fundamentally, the switching elements Ql and Q2 of a lot are driven according to the

condition ofa flip-flop 101. If a flip-flop 101 is in a set condition, switching elements Ql and Q2
will be controlled by ON condition and the OFF condition, respectively, and on the other hand, if

a flip-flop 101 is in a reset condition, specifically, switching elements Ql and Q2 will be

controlled by an OFF condition and ON condition, respectively.

[0005] The signal (set signal) for changing a flip-flop 101 into a set condition is generated by the

oscillator (OSC) 102. On the other hand, the signal (reset signal) for resetting a flip-flop 101 is

output voltage Vout. And it is generated based on the coil current IL. Here, a reset signal is

generated by the OR of the 1 st control signal and the 2nd control signal.

[0006] A comparator 103 is used for the 1st control signal, and it is the coil current IL. Coil

current signal Vs to express Coil current IL Minimum value signal Vmin which specifies the

minimum value It is obtained by comparing. Specifically, a comparator 103 is the coil current IL.

It increases and is the coil current signal Vs. Minimum value signal Vmin If it becomes large,

"H" will be outputted as the 1st control signal. In addition, minimum value signal Vmin It is a

fixed value. On the other hand, a comparator 104 is used for the 2nd control signal, and it is the

above-mentioned coil current signal Vs. Output voltage Vout Command value signal Vent

generated by being based It is obtained by comparing. Specifically, a comparator 104 is the coil

current IL. It increases and is the coil current signal Vs. Command value signal Vent If it

becomes large, "H" will be outputted as the 2nd control signal.

[0007] The actuation ofthe switching regulator ofthe above-mentioned configuration is as

follows. First, ifa flip-flop 101 will be in a set condition with the set signal given firom an

oscillator 102, while a switching element Ql will be controlled by ON condition, a switching

element Q2 is controlled by the OFF condition. Thereby, it is the coil current IL. It increases, it

follows on it and is output voltage Vout. It goes up. And coil current IL By increasing, it is the

1



coil current signal Vs. Minimum value signal Vmin It becomes large and is the coil current

signal Vs. Command value signal Vent If it becomes large, a reset signal will be set to "H" and a

flip-flop 101 will be reset.

[0008] If a flip-flop 101 is reset, while a switching element Ql will be controlled by the OFF
condition, a switching element Q2 is controlled by ON condition. Thereby, it is the coil current

IL, It decreases, it follows on it and is output voltage Vout, It falls. And it is output voltage Vout

by repeating the above-mentioned actuation. It is held at a fixed value.

[0009]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] It sets in the above-mentioned configuration and is

the coil current IL. Minimum value signal Vmin which specifies the minimum value It is

prepared in order that this switching regulator may enable it to maintain high effectiveness, even

if it is a time of the current (load current) which a load requires decreasing. Here, this

effectiveness is acquired for the following reasons.

[0010] The period by which the switching element Ql is controlled by ON condition in the

switching regulator of the above-mentioned configuration is the coil current EL. It increases and

the coil current signal Vs is the minimimi value signal Vmin. A flip-flop 101 is not reset until it

becomes large. That is, once the tum-on of the switching element Ql is carried out, it is the coil

current IL. A tum-off is not carried out until it goes up more than constant value. At this time, a

coil current becomes a little superfluous to the load current, consequently is output voltage Vout.

It goes up even to a value [ a little ] higher than a target electrical potential difference (electrical

potential difference which this switching regulator should hold).

[001 1] Here, it is output voltage Vout. The period which is higher than a target electrical

potential difference does not need to pass a coil current. For this reason, this period is controlled

so that a switching element Ql will not be in ON condition. And thereby, a flip-flop 101 will

hold a reset condition and suspends the switching operation of switching elements Ql and Q2.

Consequently, the count of switching of switching elements Ql and Q2 decreases, and that loss

decreases. In addition, the gate circuit for preventing the set signal generated with an oscillator

102, in order to carry out this control is prepared, and it is output voltage Vout, What is

necessary is just to close that gate circuit, when it becomes higher than a target electrical

potential difference.

[0012] However, with this method, they are input voltage Vin and output voltage Vout. When a

difference is small, the following problems occur, namely, coil current IL since a switching

element Ql increases the period ofON condition in proportion to "Vin-Vout" as known well, if

this difference is small - coil current IL Minimum value signal Vmin Since it increases even to a

corresponding current value, long time amount is required. If it puts in another way and the

above-mentioned difference is small, the period when a switching element Ql holds ON
condition, i.e., the time amount to which the coil current IL continues flowing, will become long.

Consequently, output voltage Vout It will go up too much to a target electrical potential

difference, and that ripple will also become large.

[0013] The technical problem ofthis invention is offering the switching regulator which

generates the direct current voltage stabilized while maintaining high effectiveness.

[0014]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The switching regulator of this invention has a coil linked to a

switch and its switch. It is the configuration that output voltage is held at a fixed value by

controlling the above-mentioned switch based on the coil currmt which flows through the coil. It

has a generation means to generate the period by which the above-mentioned switch is controlled
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by ON condition, and the minimum value signal with which the level falls with the passage of

time, and the period when the above-mentioned coil current is smaller than the above-mentioned

minimum value signal and an inhibition means to prev^t that the above-mentioned switch is

controlled by the OFF condition.

[0015] In the above-mentioned configuration, since the period when a coil current is smaller than

a minimum value signal has it prevented that the above-mentioned switch is controlled by the

OFF condition, it holds ON condition. Thereby, since the coil current will increase to the current

value specified by the minimum value signal at least, output voltage fiiUy rises. Since it becomes

imnecessary for the period when output voltage is high enough to supply a coil current to a load,

it becomes unnecessary here, to drive the above-mentioned switch. Consequently, the loss in a

switch decreases.

[0016] Moreover, as for the above-mentioned minimum value signal, the level falls with the

passage of time. Therefore, even if it is the case that the climbing speed of a coil current is slow,

a coil current can become larger than the minimum value signal in fixed time amount. For this

reason, a switch will be controlled by the OFF condition in fixed time amount, and it is avoided

that a coil current continues being supplied to a load. Consequently, it is avoided that output

voltage rises beyond the need and that the ripple of output voltage becomes large in connection

with it.

[0017]

[Embodiment ofthe Invention] Hereafter, it explains, referring to a drawing about the operation

gestalt of this invention. Drawing 1 is the circuit diagram of the switching regulator of 1

operation gestalt of this invention. The existing switching regulator shown in drawing 5 is used

as the base, it is constituted, and this switching regulator is the minimum value signal Vmin. It

reaUzes by adding the minimum value signal generator 1 for generating, in addition, the

"minimum value signal Vmin" ~ coil current IL It is the value which specifies the minimum
value. Here, it is this minimum value signal Vmin. The minimxmi value specified is the coil

current IL. It is used as criteria forjudging whether an increment may be stopped or not. For

example, coil current IL By preventing generation of a reset signal, if smaller than the minimum
value, the set condition of a flip-flop 101 is made to continue, this holds a switching element Ql

in the ON condition, and it is the coil current IL. An increment is made to continue.

[0018] In addition, minimum value signal Vmin It was a fixed value although used for the same

purpose also in the existing switching regulator shown in drawing 5 . Minimum value signal

Vmin used in this operation gestalt on the other hand It is the adjustable value which changes

synchronizing with the condition of a switching element Ql.

[0019] Drawing 2 is the circuit diagram of the minimum value signal generator L As for this

minimum value signal generator 1, Q output of a flip-flop 101 is given. Here, Q output of a flip-

flop 101 is a control signal (the following, Q signal) for driving a switching element Ql.

Therefore, the minimum value signal generator 1 operates synchronous with a s^dtching element

Ql . In addition, a switching element Ql will be controlled by ON condition ifa Q signal is "H",

and if a Q signal is "L", it will be controlled by the OFF condition.

[0020] It is reversed by the inverter 1 1 and a Q signal is given to a switch 12. Here, it is for

example, a nMOS transistor, a switch 12 will be controlled byON condition if "H" is given, and

if "L" is given, it will be controlled by the OFF condition. Therefore, a switch 12 will be

controlled by the OFF condition if a Q signal is "H", and if a Q signal is "L", it will be controlled

by ON condition.

[0021] When a switch 12 is in ON condition, a capacitor 13 discharges and the potential ofNode
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A is held at the fixed value near touch-down level. Low fixed potential will be given by this to

the gate oftwo MOS transistors which constitute current Miller circuit, and a small fixed current

will flow through the current Miller circuit. Therefore, most currents generated by the current

source 14 will flow through Resistance R. Consequently, predetermined potential is generated by
the output terminal by the voltage drop in Resistance R. And the potential generated by this

output terminal is the minimum value signal Vmin. It is outputted by carrying out.

[0022] On the other hand, when a switch 12 is in an OFF condition, a capacitor 13 is charged

according to a current somrce 15, and the potential ofNode A rises gradually in connection with

it. And the gate potential oftwo MOS transistors which constitute a current mirror also rises with

the rise of the potential ofNode A, and the current which flows to a current mirror increases.

Therefore, since the current drawn out through current Miller circuit among the currents

generated by the current source 14 increases, the current which flows through Resistance R
decreases. Consequently, the potential generated by the output terminal falls gradually and

becomes Lycium chinense. Namely, minimum value signal Vmin Level will fall gradually with

the passage of time.

[0023] Drawing 3 is drawing explaining actuation ofthe minimum value signal generator 1. It

sets to drawing 3 and is time of day TL A Q signal shall be "L" before. In this case, it is

controlled by the OFF condition and a switching element Ql is the minimum value signal Vmin.

It is held at fixed level, then, time of day Tl if it sets and a Q signal changes firom "L" to "H", a

switching element Ql will be cont-oUed in the ON condition ~ having — moreover, minimum
value signal Vmin The level falls with the passage oftime. Here, it is this minimum value signal

Vmin. The rate to which level falls is decided by the current generated by the current source 16,

the capacity of a capacitor 13, the resistance of Resistance R, etc.

[0024] time ofday T2 if it sets and a Q signal changes from "H" to "L", a switching element Ql
will be again controlled in the OFF condition - having - moreover, minimum value signal Vmin
Time ofday Tl It returns to former level. Henceforth, this actuation is repeated. Thus, minimum
value signal Vmin The period of an OFF condition is held at level with a fixed switching element

Ql, and the period ofON condition serves as a Amotion with which the switching element Ql
falls in connection with the passage oftime.

[0025] Next, the whole switching regulator configuration of this operation gestalt is explained. In

addition, the explanation is omitted about the circuit part which made reference while referring

to drawing 5 . A resister network is used for the error amplifier 111, and it is output voltage

Vout. The foot back signal Vfb acquired by pressuring partially, and reference value signal Vref

set up beforehand A difference is ampHfied. The lamp signal generator 112 generates the ramp

signal which synchronizes with the switching operation of switching elements Ql and Q2. Here,

a ramp signal is a signal including either [ at least ] the period (lamp rise) when the level rises

linearly, or the period (lamp down) when the level falls linearly, and is used for the purpose of

suppressing the oscillation of a feedback system etc. An adder 1 13 is the command value signal

Vent which should be given to a comparator 104 by adding mutually the output ofthe error

amplifier 111 and the lamp signal generator 1 12. It is generated. And a comparator 104 is this

command value signal Vent. Coil current IL Coil current signal Vs to express It compares.

[0026] A comparator 103 is the minimum value signal Vmin and the above-mentioned coil

current signal Vs which were explained while referring to drawing 2 - drawing 3 . It compares.

And AND circuit 114 generates a reset signal by searching for the OR of the 1st control signal

outputted firom a comparator 103, and the 2nd control signal outputted fi-om a comparator 104. In

addition, a flip-flop 101 is reset when a reset signal is "H " That is, a flip-flop 101 is the coil
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current signal Vs. It becomes larger than the minimum value signal Vmin, and is the coil current

signal Vs. Command value signal Vent It is reset when it becomes large.

[0027] A comparator 115 is the coil current IL. Detection of a back flow closes AND circuit 116.

It is prevented by this that a switching element Q2 is controlled by ON condition, and the above-

mentioned back flow stops. In addition, it says substantially that "a back flow of the coil current

IL" flows in the direction in which a coil current goes to switching elements Ql and Q2 from an

output terminal, or that it is equivalent to it.

[0028] Then, actuation ofthe switching regulator of this operation gestalt is explained.

Fimdamentally, actuation ofthe switching regulator ofthis operation gestalt is the same as the

existing thing explained while referring to drawing 5 . That is, the switching regulator of this

operation gestalt is the set signal and the coil current IL which are generated with an oscillator

102. According to the reset signal generated by being based, switching elements Ql and Q2 are

controlled, and it is oulput voltage Vout by the control. It holds to a fixed value. However, at the

existing switching regulator shown in drawing 5 , it is the minimum value signal Vmin. At this

operation gestalt, it is the minimum value signal Vmin to having been a fixed value. It changes

synchronizing with the condition of a switching element Ql, Therefore, below, actuation of this

operation gestalt is explained, comparing with the existing switching regulator shown in drawing

5 focusing on this point.

[0029] Drawing 4 (a) It is drawing explaining the actuation of the existing switching regulator

shown in drawmg 5 . Here, it is time ofday Tl. A Q signal shall be "L" before. In this case, time

ofday Tl Before, a switching element Ql is in an OFF condition, and it is the coil current IL.

While decreasing, it is output voltage Vout. It falls. And output voltage Vout Time of day Tl

after being less than desired value If it sets and a set signal is given to the set terminal of a flip-

flop 101, a Q signal will change from "L" to "H." At this time, a switching element Ql is

controlled by change of this Q signal by ON condition, and it is the coil current IL henceforth. It

increases linearly. Here, the increment rate ofthe coil current IL is input voltage Vin and output

voltage Vout as known well. It is proportional to a difference (Vin-Vout)* Therefore, when it

carries out that input voltage Vin declines etc. and the above-mentioned difference becomes

small, it is drawing 4 (a). It is the coil current IL so that it may be shown. Minimum value signal

Vmin Long time amount is taken to increase even to a corresponding current value. The period

IL when a switching element Ql will hold ON condition if it puts in another way and the above-

mentioned difference is small, i.e., a coil current. The time amount which it continues supplying

to a load becomes long. Thereby, output voltage Vout will rise too much to a target electrical

potential difference, and will become large [ the ripple ].

[0030] Drawing 4 (b) It is drawing explaining actuation of the switching regulator of this

operation gestalt. this operation gestalt - setting - time of day Tl if it sets and a Q signal

changes from "L" to "H", a switching element Ql will be controlled by ON condition -

henceforth — coil current IL It increases linearly. This point is drawing 4 (a). It is the same as the

shown actuation of the existing switching regulator. However, the period when the switching

element Ql is controlled by this operation gestalt by ON condition is the minimum value signal

Vmin. Level falls with the passage of time. Therefore, drawing 4 (b) It is Coil IL so that it may
be shown. Even if an increment rate is slow, it is the coil current IL. Before long time amoimt

passes, it is the minimum value signal Vmin. A corresponding current value will be reached. In

this example, it sets at time of day T2, and is the coil current IL. Minimum value signal Vmin It

is larger than a corresponding current value.

[0031] Coil current IL Minimum value signal Vmin Ifit becomes larger than a corresponding
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current value, the 1st control signal which is the output of a comparator 103 will be henceforth

set to "H." Therefore, time of day T2 If the 2nd control signal which is the output of a

comparator 104 is set to "H" henceforth, it will be in the condition that a flip-flop 101 is reset by
that. And at this example, it is time-of-day T3. It sets and is the coil current signal Vs. Command
value signal Vent It becomes large and, thereby, the flip-flop 101 is reset

[0032] if a flip-flop 101 is reset, while a Q signal will change from "H" to "L" and a switching

element Ql will be controlled by this by the OFF condition ~ minimum value signal Vmin Time
of day Tl It retums to former level. Here, if a switching element Ql is controlled by the OFF
condition, it is the coil current IL. While decreasing, it is output voltage Vout. It falls. And
output voltage Vout If a set signal is given to the set terminal of a flip-flop 101 in time-of-day T
four after being less than desired value, a Q signal will change from "L" to "H." Then, time-of-

day T four Henceforth, they are time ofday Tl - time-of-day T four. The actuation which can be

set is repeated.

[0033] Thus, it is avoided and it is the coil current EL for a switching element Ql to continue

beyond fixed time amount, and to hold ON condition in this operation gestalt. Continuing

flowing beyond the need is avoided. Thereby, it is output voltage Vout. Going up too much to a

target electrical potential difference is avoided, and the ripple of output voltage does not become
large, either.

[0034] In addition, since the switching regulator of the above-mentioned configuration is not the

configuration which changes the circuit unit which should be used according to the load current,

a suitable load regulation property is acquired. Moreover, it is the minimum value signal Vmin to

the period when the switching element Ql is controlled by the above-mentioned example by ON
condition. Although level showed the configiuation which falls with the passage of time, the

same effectiveness can also be acquired according to other gestalten. For example, input voltage

Vin and output voltage Vout It is based on a difference and is the minimum value signal Vmin.

You may make it set up level. In this case, when the above-mentioned difference is small, it is

the minimum value signal Vmin. What is necessary is just to make level low.

[0035] Furthermore, in the above-mentioned example, although the switching regulator of a

pressure-lowering mold is taken up, it is applicable also to the switching regulator of a pressure-

up mold.

[0036]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, in the switching regulator which can

maintain high effectiveness also to the small load current, the small stable direct current voltage

of a ripple is generable.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Clmm 1] It is the switching regulator by which output voltage is held at a fixed value by
controlling the above-mentioned switch based on the coil current which has a coil linked to a

switch and its switch, and flows through the coil. The period by which the above-mentioned

switch is controlled by ON condition, and a generation means to generate the minimum value

signal with which the level falls with the passage of time, The switching regulator which has the

period when the above-mentioned coil current is smaller than the above-mentioned minimum
value signal, and an inhibition means to prevent that the above-mentioned switch is controlled by

the OFF condition.
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[Claim 2] It is the switching regulator by which output voltage is held at a fixed value by
controlling the above-mentioned switch based on the coil current which has a coil linked to a

switch and its switch, and flows through the coil. The latch circuit which outputs the signal for

controlling the above-mentioned switch in the ON condition in a set condition, and outputs the

signal for controlling the above-mentioned switch in the OFF condition in a reset condition, The
oscillator which generates the periodic signal for changing the above-mentioned latch circuit into

a set condition, 1st generation means by which the period by which the period by which the

above-mentioned switch is controlled by the OFF condition is fixed level, and the above-

mentioned switch is controlled by ON condition generates the 1st threshold signal with which the

level falls with the passage of time. The switching regulator which has the reset circuit which

generates the 2nd generation means which generates the 2nd threshold signal based on output

voltage, and the signal for resetting the above-mentioned latch circuit when the above-mentioned

coil current becomes larger than the above 1st and the 2nd threshold signal.

[Claim 3] It is the switching regulator by which output voltage is held at a fixed value by
controlling the above-mentioned switch based on the coil current which has a coil linked to a

switch and its switch, and flows through the coil. The period by which the above-mentioned

switch is controlled by ON condition, and a generation means to generate a minimum value

signal based on the difference of an input signal and an output signal, The switching regulator

which has the period when the above-mentioned coil current is smaller than the above-mentioned

minimum value signal, and an inhibition means to prevent that the above-mentioned switch is

controlled by the OFF condition.
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